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Integrated Communication and
Control Systems: Part II—Design
Considerations1
Asynchronous time-division multiplexed networks, used in Integrated Communication and Control Systems (ICCS), introduce time-varying and possibly stochastic
delays in the feedback control loops. The objective of this on-going research is to
develop a comprehensive methodology for the analysis and design of the above class
of delayed control systems. In the first part [1] of this two-part paper, we developed
a discrete-time, finite-dimensional, time-varying model of the delayed control
system; necessary and sufficient conditions for system stability have been established for periodically varying delays. This second part elucidates the significance of
the above model relative to the system dynamic performance as well as addresses
major criteria for and outlines alternative analytical approaches to ICCS design.
Pertinent concepts are illustrated by simulation.

1

Introduction
Integrated Communication and Control Systems (ICCS)
essentially belong to a class of distributed digital control for
application to complex dynamical processes like advanced aircraft, spacecraft, and autonomous manufacturing plants.
System components exchange information via an asynchronous time-division multiplexed network which potentially
enhances resource utilization and reduces space, power and
wiring requirements of the integrated system. However,
multiplexed networks are also a source of time-varying and
possibly stochastic delays in the feedback control loop. The
objective of this on-going research is to develop a comprehensive methodology for analysis and design of ICCS. This
necessitates interactions between the disciplines of communication systems and control systems engineering.
In our earlier work [2, 3], we presented the performance
analysis of ICCS networks and demonstrated, by combined
discrete-event and continuous-time simulation, how the
network-induced delays could degrade the control system performance. In Part I [1], which is a companion paper, we have
developed a discrete-time, finite-dimensional, time-varying
model of the closed loop ICCS. A necessary and sufficient
condition for the stability of delayed control systems with
periodically varying delays has been established.
This paper is the second of two parts, and addresses the
ICCS design issues for nonperiodic and stochastic delays and
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outlines the framework of alternative design procedures. Using the model developed in Part I, the impact of networkinduced delays on the system stability was investigated, and
their physical significance has been exemplified by simulation.
The flight control system of an advanced aircraft [3] has been
simulated to assess the detrimental effects of a combination of
time-varying data latency and mis-synchronization between
system components.
The paper is organized in five sections and two appendices.
The symbols that were defined in Part I and in this paper are
listed in the nomenclature. Section 2 deals with the usage of
the model developed in Part I and other criteria for ICCS
design. Section 3 presents the simulation results using (1) a
simple model to elucidate the intrinsic characteristics of timevarying delayed control systems and (2) a flight control system
model of an advanced aircraft to illustrate the detrimental effects of vacant sampling and message rejection at the controller. Alternative analytic procedures for ICCS design are
outlined in Section 4. The summary and conclusions of this
paper are presented in Section 5 along with recommendations
for future research. Appendix A contains a supporting
proposition. Appendix B provides a brief description of the
network testbed where the experimental evaluation of the
ICCS design techniques are planned for this on-going research
project.

2 Usage of the Delayed System Model for ICCS
Design
In this section we first address the key features of the
discrete-time, finite-dimensional, time-varying model of the
delayed control system, which was developed in Part I [1].
Then we specify the criteria for avoiding the vacant sampling
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and message rejection phenomena from the perspectives of
ICCS design.
The augmented state vector X of the delayed system [1] includes past values of the plant input u and output y. The
amount of the information that must be included in the
augmented state vector may change at individual sampling instants because of the time-varying nature of the networkinduced delays. This is explained next with reference to the
delayed control system model developed in Part I. (The symbols are defined in the nomenclature as well as in Part I.)
The maximum value of the sensor-controller delays Qsc is
As+jT if 5 m a x e[(/'-l)r,yT) and that of the controlleractuator delay Qca is <5p + 5 max . Whether these two maxima
would occur on the same signal (as it traverses around the control loop) depends on several factors such as the traffic
distribution in the network and the relative location of the sensor and controller terminals. In view of the controller-actuator
delay, the control input uk_j, generated at the (k-j)th
controller sample, may arrive at the actuator during the sensor
sampling interval [kT, (k+l)T)
if (A s + 5^,+ 5 max )€[/T,
(J+l)T), and the oldest input that may drive the actuator during the initial part of this interval is u k-j-l
In view of the
ICCS design requirements, we consider a special case where
each of As, 8p and 5 max is less than T.
(a) Since (As + 8p + <5max)<37"is considered, the first input
arriving at the actuator during the interval [kT, (k+ 1)7") cannot be older than uk_2- Therefore, u(t) will assume one or
more of the four different values, 11^3, uk_2, u t _[ and uk,
during this interval. Similarly, as the maximum of the sensorcontroller delay Qsc is As + T for 5 max < T, the oldest sensor
data that may be used by the controller in computing u^ is
y*-i-

(b) In terms of the derivations of Section 4 of Part I, if
(As + 8p + 8maK)<iT, i= 1,2,3, then the maximum number of
actuator commands in one sensor sampling period, / < / .
(c) If (As + 8p + 8mia)>jT, j=l,2, then the input matrices
Bmk = 0 v m < (j- 1) and Vk. (See Section 4 in Part I.) In this
case, the latest control input that could arrive at the actuator

in [kT, (k+ l)T) is uk_j and the input matrices for any subsequent inputs must be zero.
(d) Since sensor to controller data latency is assumed to be
always less than T, the sensor data yk can be used as the latest
plant output for generating the inputs u^ or u ^ , but not for
uk+j,j>2.
Therefore, p(k) = 0 or p(k) — 1.
(e) If As > 5 max , then p(k)=0\/k.
In this case yk always arrives at the controller before the controller sampling instant k.
(/) If A s <5 m i n , then p(k) = 1 Vk. In this case y^. always arrives at the controller after the controller sampling instant k.
These observations show that the augmented state vector X,
for the general case under observations (a) to (/), is given as
l*kTyk-1

T

VkTUk-1

T

uk.2Tuk_

(2.1)

The above equation indicates the maximum size of X under
the assumption that (A^ + 8p + 5max) < 37". X can be reduced in
size by eliminating some of the past inputs and outputs under
specific conditions. A few examples follow.
If / = 2 in observation (b), then the term uk_i is deleted from
(2.1); if / = 1 , then both uk_3 and uk_2 are deleted. If the
observation (e) holds, then yk_l should be deleted from (2.1).
Observations (d) and (/) may not specifically reduce the order
of the augmented system but some of the time-varying terms
are reduced to constants.
Observations (a) to if) identify different cases based on 5min
and 5 max . The sequence \pk}, by which the sensor samples are
delayed before being processed at the controller, gives rise to
four possible cases as described below.
Case #1. Constant Qsc: Smaller Delay. p(k) =p(k+ 1) = 0
implies that the sensor data yk and yk+l reach the controller's
receiver before their respective sampling instants. In this case,
the sensor data at both instants are subject to a delay of As
before being processed by the controller.
Case #2: Constant Bsc: Larger Delay.
p(k)=p(k+l)=\
implies that the sensor data yk and yk+1 reach the controller's
receiver after their respective sampling instant at the controller. In this case, the sensor data at both instants are subject

Parts I and II
A = plant system matrix (nxn)
A s = plant state transition matrix
(nxn)
B = plant input matrix (nxm)
C = plant output matrix (rxn)
F = controller system matrix
(<7X<7)
F(-) = probability distribution
function
/(•) = probability density function
G = controller input matrix
(qxr)
G = offered traffic
H = controller output matrix
(mxq)
J = controller direct coupling
matrix (m x r)
J = performance index
K = controller gain
p
= probability of message rejection at the controller's
receiver
P = probability of vacant sam* vs
pling at the controller's
receiver

P = delay (# of samples) before
processing of sensor data
starts
r = reference input (rxl)
T = nominal sampling period for
the sensor and controller
T = controller sampling period
*• c
T = sensor sampling period
1
st = time
U = plant input vector ( m x l )
X = augmented state vector
(Nx I)
X = plant state vector (n x 1)
y = plant output vector, i.e,
generated sensor data (rxl)
z = delayed sensor data (rxl)
vv = modified sensor-tocontroller data latency
sc
A, = time skew between sensor
and controller sampling
instants
S
c« = controller-to-actuator data
latency
°max = supremum of sensor-tocontroller data latency
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5
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5
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©sc
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= infimum of sensor-tocontroller data latency
= processing delay at the controller computer
= sensor-to-controller data
latency
= controller-to-actuator data
latency
= controller state vector
(qxl)
= average delay in the control
loop
= sensor-controller delay
= controller-actuator delay
= lumped delay
= maximum # of delayed
samples before processing
of sensor data
= maximum # of actuator
commands in one sensor
sampling period
= augmented system matrix
(NxN)
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Impact of time skew on system delay

to a delay of (T+ As) before being processed by the controller.
Case it3: Message Rejection. p(k) = \ and p(k + 1) = 0 imply that the sensor data y^ and yk+l reach the controller's
receiver after and before the sampling instants k and k +1,
respectively, at the controller. In this case, both yk and yk+l
arrive at the controller's receiver during the (k+ l)st sample.
Since the receiver buffer is assumed to have a capacity of one,
yk is rejected and yk+l is retained. This phenomenon has been
referred to as message rejection in Part I.
Case #4: Vacant Sampling. p(k) = 0 andp(k + 1)= 1 imply
that the sensor data yk and yk+, reach the controller's receiver
before and after the sampling instants k and k + 1, respectively. In this case, no sensor data arrive at the controller during
the (k+ l)st sampling interval. This phenomenon was referred
to as vacant sampling in Part I. Therefore, in the absence of
any new arrival, the controller re-processes the same data y^ at
k+ 1. Thus the control signals u^ and uk+l are obtained using
the same sensor data y^. Unless the control law is memoryless,
i.e., purely proportional, uk+, is expected to be different from
vk . The significance of vacant sampling and message rejection
is discussed in more detail in the next section by use of a flight
control system model of an advanced aircraft.
The above four cases indicate that, for a given network traffic, the time skew As (between the sensor and controller sampling instants) determines the sensor-controller delay Qsc in
the control loop at every sample. Figure 1 shows how Qsc
could vary for different constant values of As and a given profile of sensor-to-controller data latency. Thus, As is a key
parameter for the ICCS design.
Even if the sensor and controller sampling periods are
designed to be made identical, which is often the case in practice, a certain difference between them always prevails due to
the manufacturing tolerance in the clock frequencies resulting
in a slow drift in As. Proposition A.l in Appendix A shows
that, regardless of the exact magnitudes of these tolerances
and their probability distribution, As is uniformly distributed
in [0, T) under steady states. Therefore, As is equally likely to
take any value in the [0, 7) range, which could be viewed as a
constant over a finite time window in the event of a very
gradual drift. Since this Ax could take the worst possible value
in terms of delay and vacant sampling and message rejection,
the ICCS design should be robust enough to assure desired
stability and performance requirements under these conditions. Usually there is a trade-off between robustness and
system performance.
One approach to circumvent the above problem is periodic
synchronization of the control system components by which
As is maintained at a desired constant value between 0 and T.
Given that Ax is a constant parameter, one of the major
376/Vol. 110, DECEMBER 1988

problems in ICCS design is to determine the optimal value of
the constant parameter A;,. We discuss this issue in the following paragraph.
The sensor-controller delay 8SC remains a constant at As if
A s >5 r a a x (Case #1) and at T+ As if As>8min (Case #2). If the
network is lightly loaded, i.e., 5max < < T, a sufficiently small
As>f5max would perhaps satisfy the system stability requirements. However, if the network traffic is moderate to
heavy, i.e., <5max « T, or if, as a result of multiple sampling
rates, the traffic is light on the average but <5max is not small,
then the resulting delay of As > 5 max may not be acceptable for
a satisfactory system design performance. In that case As
should be selected to be smaller than <5max, which would cause
vacant sampling and message rejection at the controller and
8SC will be either T+ As or As depending on whether the sensorto-controller data latency exceeds As or not. Apparently, the
system dynamic performance depends on the average value of
5SC as well as on the frequency of vacant sampling and message
rejection. This is discussed further in Section 4.
So far we have assumed that As is maintained at a constant
desired value by periodic synchronization of the system components. This could be achieved by transmitting high-priority
synchronization signals via the network medium or by additional wiring, and would require additional efforts to meet the
system reliability requirements. An alternative approach to
synchronization is to deliberately assign dissimilar sampling
periods to the sensor and the controller. If the sensor sampling period is Ts and that of the controller is Tc such that
Ts = Tc (1 - e) for I e I < 1, then As completes a cycle at every
lei * samples of the controller. By choosing lei sufficiently
large (which should still satisfy l e l < < l ) , As could be
prevented from remaining in the vicinity of the worst value for
a long time. In other words, the time averaging will reduce the
detrimental effects of the worst case. By increasing lei either
vacant sampling or message rejection (but not both) at the
controller can be eliminated. This fact is supported by the
following proposition.
Proposition 2.1: The controller receives at least one sensor
data during each of its sampling interval provided that
t ^ (<5max - 5 mi „)/ Tcwhere e = (Tc - Ts) /Tc
Proof: Let 8k be the data latency of the kth message from
the sensor to controller. The kth sensor data generated at
t0 + kTs is r e c e i v e d at t h e c o n t r o l l e r at t0 + kTs
+ 8k. The next sensor data are received by the controller at
t0 + (k+\)Ts + 5k+l. Therefore, the interval between the
reception of two consecutive sensor data, AT= Ts + 8k+l -8k
and Sup A T = Ts + 5 max - 5 min . Sup A T being less than or equal
to Tc suffices that the controller always receives at least one
sensor data during each of its sampling period.
Corollary to Proposition 2.1: The controller receives at
most one sensor data during each of its sampling interval provided that
"

£ £

(5max- 5 min) /7 "c

Proof: Inf AT=Ts-8max
+ Smin. Inf AT being greater than
or equal to Tc suffices that controller always receives at most
one sensor data during each of its sampling period.
Remark 2.1: Although no vacant sampling occurs under
the condition of Proposition 2.1, some of the sensor messages
are rejected at the receiver buffer of controller. Similarly, no
sensor message is rejected under the condition of the corollary
to Proposition 2.1 but some of the controller sampling periods
remain vacant.
Remark 2.2: The average rate of message rejection is equal
to that of vacant sampling only if TS = TC.
Transactions of the AS ME
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3

Simulation of the Delayed Control System

where / is the time in s, and </> is the phase differences in rad.
However, since 06 [ — ir,7r) depends on several factors including the traffic and relative location of the controller and
sensor terminals, we selected 0 = 0. In that case, the
continuous-time functions in (3.4a) and (3.4b) reduce to
discrete sequences by sampling at the sensor and controller
sampling instants jT and jT+ As, respectively.

As a first step to ICCS design, a delayed control system was
simulated. To elucidate the intrinsic characteristics of the
discrete-time, finite-dimensional model, developed in Part I
[1], we selected a simple example where the plant model is
given as
dx/dt =

—x+u,y=x

(3.1)

where x, u, and y are scalar functions of time. The control law
is chosen to be purely proportional as given by

where rk is the reference signal, and zk =yk_p(k) is the delayed
sensor data at the controller whose proportional gain is the
scalar K. On the basis of the above two equations, the pertinent matrices in (4.9) of Part I reduce to scalars and are set as:
A=-\,
B = C=\, H=0, J=K, and E0 = l-p(k)
and
E,=p(k).
For rk = 0 and the maximum data latency 5max being less
than T, the finite-dimensional, discrete-time model of the
delayed control system is
x

As-B0kK(l-p(k))

k+\

1

yk

uk
_ «*-i _

-B0kKp(k)

=

Btk

(3.5a)

5 ^ = 0.015 + 0.005 s i n M / r + A J )

(3.5b)

We note, from (3.5a) and (3.56), that 6„ in =0.010 s,
<5max = 0.020 s. The data latencies 8SCJ and 8CJ can not be
treated as perfectly periodic for the given values of o and T
since there is no finite integer M such that 8SJ+M= 8scj and
&cJ+M=&ca • Thererefore, the analytical technique, reported
in Part I [1] for periodic delays, cannot be readily applied for
evaluating the system stability in this case.

(2.2)

uk=K(rk-zk)

5^' = 0.015 + 0.005 sin(oyT)

A series of simulation runs were conducted to determine the
system stability for different combinations of As and K.
Figure 2 shows the stability region of the delayed control

B2k

0
(3.3)

-K(\-p(k))

-Kp(k)

0

0
k

where As = exp(~T),
B0 = 1 - exp(r 0 * - T), £ / =
e x p ( / 0 * - D - e x p ( / 1 * - 7 , ) > a n d B2k = e x p ( ^ * - T)
- e x p ( - T). The control inputs could arrive at the actuator at
the instants kT+ t0k and kT+ txk during the klh sensor sampling interval [kT,(k+l)T) with the constraint
0<t^<t0k<T.
This implies that if uk arrives at the actuator after the (k + l)st
sensor sampling instant, then t0k = T and 0 < / , * < T. Similarly, if uk_, arrives before the kin sensor sampling instant, then
tik = 0 and 0<tok<T.
The significance of the state equation (3.3) under different
scenarios is explained below.
No delays: p(k) = 0 and t0k = tlk = 0 implying that
B0 = l-exp(-T),
a n d Blk=B2k
= 0. T h u s ,
xk+i
= [exp(-T)-K(l-exp(-T))]xk.
This is equivalent to a
conventional digital control with a nondelayed feedback.
k

Delayed Control Signal: p(k) = 0 or 1, t0k = T and
0<tik<T. This implies that B0k = 0 and possibly 5 / ^ 0 and
B2k*0.
Therefore, xk+1=exp(-T)xk
+
Blkuk_l+B2kuk_2.
This is equivalent to a digital control system where the actuator command is generated using a weighted average of
delayed control inputs.

system as a function of the feedback gain K and the time skew
As. If As<8mm, then the sensor-controller delay 8SC = T+AS;
on the other hand, if As>8max, then 8SC = AS. Whereas
As< 5min would result in large delays, values of As in excess of
5max may not be desirable as well. In the simulation, we set As
close to <5max in the range of 0.019 to 0.020 where stability was
maintained for K =22.5 with negligible message rejections.
Figure 2 shows that values of A^ ( < 5min = 0.010) may result in
loss of stability even for low gains (K>9.5). If As cannot be
maintained at the desired value, K should be reduced below
9.5 to ensure stability for all As.
The above problem was partially circumvented by setting
the sensor sampling period 7^ smaller than the controller
sampling period Tc. To show that the improved stability is
caused by the fact that Tc ^ Ts and not by a smaller sensor
sampling period, Ts was kept constant at the previous value of
0.1 s while Tc was increased. Therefore the relationship
Tc=(\+e)Ts,
e€[0,l] was used instead of TS =(l-e)Tc.
The
resulting observations are summarized below.
The rate of sensor message rejection monotonically increases with e. If Ts« Tc, the time skew As oscillates between 0

Delayed Control Signal: p(k) = 0 or 1, t0k = T and
0 < r,k < T. This implies that B0k = 0 and possibly Bl k ?± 0 and
B2k?i0. Therefore, xk+l=exp(-T)xk
+
Blkuk_l+B2kuk_2.
This is equivalent to a digital control system where the actuator command is generated using a weighted average of
delayed control inputs.
Now we present the simulation results of the delayed control
system using the following numerical values.
The sampling time and the control signal processing time
were set at T= 0.1 s and 8p = 0.015 s, respectively. For the purpose of illustrating the effects of periodic delays, the data
latencies 8SC and 8ca (in seconds) were chosen to follow
sinusoidal profiles with a>= 13 rad/s.
8SC = 0.015 + 0.005 sfmV)

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 22

23

(3.4a)
Proportional Gain K

5ca = 0.015 + 0.005 sin(cof + (M

(3.4ft)
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Stability region
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and Ts and the rate of change of A,, directly depends on the
magnitude of e.
Apparently even small positive values of e could improve
stability and, therefore, allow higher gains to achieve a better
system dynamic performance. For example, the simulated
system was found to be stable at ^ = 1 1 and e = 0.002. The
simulation results indicate that, for K< 11.5, the system exhibits stability with e in the range of 0.003 to 0.5. (Values of e
in excess of 0.5 were not simulated.) System stability for K in
the vicinity of 11.5 is sensitive to small values of e but this sensitivity significantly decreases for larger values of e. At higher
K, small ranges of e for which the system is stable may exist
but it is apparently difficult to provide physical interpretations
of these stability regions from the simulation results only. An
analytical method is required for evaluating the bounds of e as
a function of the controller parameters, which is one of the
areas of the current research.
Better stability with e > 0 results from the reduction of vacant sampling. Loosely speaking, if the system is stable for a
wide range of A s , a small decrement in Ts could lead to a
stable system; if this range of As is narrow, changes in Ts have
a smaller bearing on the system stability.
We conclude this example by noting that the stability
analysis cannot be made solely on the basis of average values
of the time-varying delays. This is exemplified below for the
case of identical sensor and controller sampling periods.
Let the arrival time (relative to the sensor sampling instant)
of control inputs {u k ) at the actuator be t0 = 772 and, on the
average, one out of three sensor messages arrives at the controller after the respective sampling instant. Assuming
periodic delays with a period of 6T, the three different sequences of p(k) (where zk=yk-P(k))
along with the stable
ranges of the controller gain K are listed below.
Number
1
2
3

Sequence of p(k)
100 100
10 1 0 0 0
1_1 0 0 0 0

Stable range of if
K< 11.1 and 18.2<i«r< 22.5
K<18.15
K< 17^5_

While the average system characteristics of the above three
sequences are similar, the dynamic behavior of the Sequence
#1 is significantly different from those of #2 and #3. This is apparently attributed to the even distribution of delayed sensor
arrivals for #1 resulting in relatively more dominant effects of
vacant sampling and message rejection. More extensive
simulation studies are needed for a better understanding of
these phenomena.
Next we investigate the physical phenomena resulting from
vacant sampling and message rejection, and assess their
detrimental effects on the system dynamic performance. To
this effect, the flight control system consisting of the
longitudial motion dynamics of an advanced aircraft and a
linear time-invariant control algorithm, described in Appendix
A of our previous publication [3], was simulated under the
following conditions.
o The network access protocol is the SAE Linear Token
Passing Bus [4].
o The network medium is shared by 31 terminals,
o Each terminal has a single receiver of queue capacity
equal to one.
o The network traffic is periodic with a sampling period of
10 ms for all terminals,
o The terminal #1 operates as both sensor and actuator
terminals with its transmitter queue serving the sensor
and its receiver queue serving the actuator and the terminal #2 as the controller,
o Every terminal, except the controller terminal,
simultaneously generates a message at the beginning of
each sample, i.e, the sampling instants of all terminals
378/Vol. 110, DECEMBER 1988
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Distortion of control signal

except the controller are synchronized with the sensor
terminal,
o The sensor and controller terminals have a fixed message
length with their information part being 64 bit long. The
remaining terminals have identical message lengths
which depend on the offered traffic,
o Processing delays at the controller is 1 ms.
Our earlier publication [3] prescribed that a network should
be designed such that the offered traffic G has a safe margin
relative to its critical value G„. Therefore, G was selected to
be 0.2, which is substantially less than the critical value, for
conducting simulation runs. (For the condition given above,
Gcr = 0.993.)
Three cases with different values of skew As between the
sensor and the controller terminals were considered.
o 5000 ^s which is greater than 5 max ( = 2000 /us);
o 2 /ts which is less than 5min ( = 4 /xs);
o 1000 ,us which is approximately equal to (&„

n)/2.

The simulation run time was selected from 0.5 to 1.5 s, and
100 messages were generated for each terminal at an interval
of 10 ms. At As = 5000 /xs, being greater than 5 max , the sensorcontroller delay 8SC is always equal to As. At As = 2 [is, being
less than 5 min , 8SC is always equal to As + T. In both cases, exactly one sensor data reaches the receiver buffer of controller
during every sampling period. At As = 1000 /xs, 5SC would be
either As or As + T. This fluctuation in Ssc results in vacant
sampling and message rejection at the controller.
The transient responses of the control input u(t) at the actuator, as a result of a unit step disturbance in the reference input, is given in Fig. 3 for three different values of Ax. When a
vacant sample occurs, the control signal is generated on the
basis of the sensor data which was used in the previous sample
since no fresh sensor data is received during that interval.
When the next sensor data arrives at the controller terminal,
the control input is derived on the basis of the new data.
Figure 3 shows the distortion of the control signal under the
above-mentioned transient disturbances for As = 1000 [is as a
result of vacant sampling and message rejection. The distortion of the control input causes high frequency noise in the actuator leading to excessive wear. The distortion may also excite the flexible modes of the aircraft. Implications of vacant
sampling and message rejection are explained below.
In view of the four cases of sensor data arrival at the controller, discussed in Section 2, the relationship xk—yk_p^k-j
between the delayed and true sensor data can be expressed in
the following recursive form provided that p(k) is either 0 or 1
V/t.
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*k =zk-i + [1 -p(k)]Ayk

+p(k-

l)Ay^_,

(3.7)

Several special cases of interest fit into the general performance index.
where AyA = y A r -y / t _,
1. Minimum average delay: 4> (6a) = 6a; a = 0.
2. Minimum vacant sampling/message rejection: a = 1.
The above equation can be interpreted as %k being the output
3. Maximum stability margin: cj>(da) =<p0~(p] where <p0
of an integrator driven by the first differences Ay^ and Ay<:„1
and <pt are the phase margins of the given control system
generated by the sequence {yk}. If p(k) =p(k- 1) as it is in
with no delay and a constant delay of 6a, respectively.
the cases 1 and 2 in Section 2, the input to (3.7) is exactly one
The reduction in the phase margin as a result of the addiof the two first differences. For p(k)^p(k—l)
implying
tional delay is linear with respect to this delay and is
message rejection or vacant sampling, either both or none of
given by Aip = uc6a where oic is the cross-over frequency
the two first differences are present. In this perspective, the
of the system which includes the effects of samphenomena of message rejection and vacant sampling can be
pling and zero-order-hold. Since Aip is proportional to
expressed as
6a, this phenomenon is identical to that in the item 1
above. In contrast, the gain margin is a nonlinear funcZk = *k-t+&yk + ei<
(3-8)
tion of 6a. However, the use of phase margin does not
where ek represents a train of impulses with varying
preclude the use of a nonlinear function of 6a to further
amplitudes. It is these impulses that distort the control signal
penalize
delays close to the allowable minimum.
sequence (u k j as seen in Fig. 3. In the special case of alternate
Now
we
consider
the case: <j>(da)=da. Since the controllermessages being rejected, the controller response could be
actuator delay Qcak is independent of A s , only Qsck in the first
worse than that with twice the sample period and no message
term on the right hand side in (4.1) needs to be considered for
rejection. The problem of vacant sampling can be partially cirthe optimization procedure.
cumvented by an observer which will provide an estimate of
the delayed data. In that case the buffer capacity of the controller's receiver should be increased so that the delayed data
E[QJ]= \As AJs(l-)dl- + f1™ <A, + 7V«({)df
can be used for data reconstruction instead of simply being
J 6
J A
min
s
overwritten.

4

{

Analytical Approach to ICCS Design

The delayed control system model, presented in Part I [1], is
time-varying and the currently available tools for analyzing
time-varying systems do not offer a practical approach for the
ICCS design unless the delays are periodic. For nonperiodic
and stochastic delays, an alternative is to base the design procedure on minimizing the average delay in the control loop
and the probabilities of vacant sampling and message
rejection.
At first we consider the case of the sensor and controller
sampling periods being (almost) identical where As is maintained at a desired constant value. By appropriate selection of
A s , the delays in the control loop as well as the probability of
vacant sampling may be minimized. This could be achieved
without increasing the traffic in contrast to the case where the
sensor sampling time is decreased. An analytical approach for
selecting the optimal value of As is outlined below.
Since variations in network traffic pattern are usually slow
relative to the dynamics of the control system, the probability
distribution of data latency can be considered to be stationary
over a sufficiently large period of time. In addition, the
assumption of ergodicity allows direct evaluation of the
statistical characteristics of data latency from simulation or
experimental results. In this way, the probability density function fs (•) of the sensor-to-controller data latency 5SC and
controller-to-actuator data latency 8ca can be obtained using
the simulation program developed earlier [3], Similarly, the
joint probability density function fss (•, •) of 8sck and 8sck+' at
two consecutive sensor samples can be generated. (It is important to note that / 6 ( ^ ) ^ 0 and / 6 5 ( 0 , £ ) ^ O only if
0,^6[5mjn,Smax]). To select an optimal value of A s , the following performance index is minimized.

"max

/«(€)<£

(4.2)

The second term Pvs in (4.1) is given as
Pra=

dit\

dWa($,4>)

(4.3)

Using (4.2) and (4.3) in (4.1), sufficient conditions for
minimization are obtained by setting d / / d A s = 0 and
d 2 / / 9 A , 2 > 0 as:

(l-a)(l-Tfs(As))-aT\As

+ aT\

/„({,*,)</$
Ji

min

/ M (A„0)rf0 = O

(4.4)

and
-T{l-a)dfs(As)/dAs-aT\As

3/ M ({,A,)/aA,rf$
J5

+ aT

\A

d

min

fi6^s^)/dAsd^-2aTfss(As,As)>0

(4.5)

Since the sensor and controller have identical sampling frequencies, Pus =Pmr which is the probability of message rejection. (See Remark 2.2.)

To gain a better insight of the problem, we consider three
special cases.
(i) a = 0: In this case, dJ/3As = 0 yields fs (A s ) = \/T using
(4.4) and d2J/dAs2>0 yields dfs(As)/dAs<0
using (4.5). If
the network is not overloaded, implying that 5 max - 5min < T,
then the density function/ { (£) must exceed 1/7"for some £. If
/ « ( £ ) > 1/Tv£e (<5min, 5 max ), then As =5 m a x . Figure4illustrates
these phenomena.
(ii) From (4.3) or directly from Section 2, it follows that
P„s =0 if Asi (5 min , 5max). In these ranges, the Qsc is held constant at 5 max if A, = 5 max .
(iii) If the ICCS network serves a large number of terminals
and a majority of them has a stationary random traffic, the
sensor-controller delays 8sck and &sck+l at consecutive samples
could be assumed to be independent and identically
distributed, i . e . , / „ ( £ , * ) = / » ( € ) / » ( * ) . Then, (4.4) and (4.5)
yield less complex expressions for computation of the optimal
As-
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/ = ( 1 -a)<j>(da) +aTPvs;ae[0,l]
k

(4.1)

k

where da=E[Qsc + Qca ] which is the expected value of the
total delay in the ICCS loop (see Fig. 2 in Part I), Pvs is
the probability of vacant sampling at the controller,
and <f> is a given function of 6a.
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*>max
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/

-1

T

*
Fig. 4

/

Optimal time skew

been outlined. Both procedures are based on minimizing a
weighted sum of the average time delay in the control loop and
the probabilities of message rejection and vacant sampling,
and offer the following options: (1) Identical sampling rates of
the sensor and controller which are to be periodically synchronized to maintain the desired time skew between their
sampling instants; and (2) faster sampling rates for the sensor
in order to reduce the occurrence of vacant sampling. Another
major research area for analysis and design of ICCS is the
parametric evaluation of the system stability under nonperiodic and stochastic delays.
The current research is focused on the development of the
above analytical techniques and their verification by combined
discrete-event and continuous-time simulation. The next
planned phase is to experimentally verify these procedures at
the network testbed described in Appendix B.
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where /3 and y are non-negative weights such that
08 + 7)€[O,l].
From the system design perspectives, the controller samA P P E N D I X
A
pling period can be maintained constant, and the sensor
sampling period 7^ be varied to realize perturbations in e. Supporting Proposition
Then the design task is to determine analytical expressions for
Proposition A.l: Let the clocks of two terminals be syn8a, Pvs, and Pmr as functions of e or 7^. This could be accomplished on the basis of simulated network traffic chronized at t = 0 and their sampling times be T+e and T,
characteristics. The final step is to evaluate an optimal e using respectively. Then, as t — oo, the probability distribution of
the skew A between the terminals is uniform in [0, T) indethe sufficiency conditions: d//de = 0 and d2J/de2>0. This is
pendent of the probability distribution of e provided that e is
also a subject of the current research.
bounded, i.e., Iel<j3<<x.
5 Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations for
Future Work
The paper addresses the design issues of Integrated Communication and Control systems (ICCS) for complex
dynamical processes like advanced aircraft, spacecraft, and
autonomous manufacturing plants. The ICCS utilize asynchronous time-division multiplexed networking which introduces time-varying and possibly stochastic delays between
system components.
One of the major emphases in this paper is on the usage of
the discrete-time, finite-dimensional model of the delayed control system which has been developed in Part I [1] for ICCS
design. The impact of network delays and possible missynchronization between the sensor and controller was investigated, and their physical significance relative to the
system stability has been exemplified. The simulation of the
flight dynamics of an advanced aircraft shows that a combination of time-varying data latency in the network and missynchronization between system components could cause vacant sampling at the controller and distort the control inputs
to the actuator.
Two alternative ICCS design procedures which require a
combination of analytical and simulation techniques, have
380/Vol. 110, DECEMBER 1988

Proof: Let the random variable e > 0 have a probability
distribution function Ft (x) and density function^ {x). At the
kth sampling instant, the skew A€[0,7) is given as:
A" =

Rem[k(T+e)-kT,T\=Rem[ke,T\

where Rem [£,</>] is the remainder when £ is divided by <j>. The
distribution function Fx (x) of A* can be expressed in terms of
the distribution function Fe (x) of e as:
N

Fk(x)=P[Ak<x}

=

Y,P[jT<ke<UT+x)}
j=o

N

= E Ve ((JT+x)/k) -Ft (jT/k)]

for xt[0,T)

(A.l)

where N= Integer part of (kfi/T). Differentiating (A.l) with
respect to x, we obtain the density function fk (x), as
N

fk(x)

= (l/k)Y^fAUT+x)/k),xe[Q,T)

(A.2)

As k— oo (and consequently TV— oo) under steady state conditions, the summation in (A.2) emerges as
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The 10 Mbps network testbed is designed to experiment with
IEEE 802.4 (linear) token passing bus and IEEE 802.2 logical
link control protocols in an ISO comptaible network architecture which includes the Transport Protocol (TP) [5]. Under
normal operating conditions, the characteristics of IEEE
802.4 are similar to those of SAE linear token passing bus [4],
The testbed is equipped with three terminal interface units,
and six host computers including a micro-Vax which can communicate with each other via the network medium or directly
using a pair of communication ports. For the ICCS test facility, a tacho-generator and a servomotor function as the sensor
and the plant, respectively, and are connected to one

microcomputer of the network. Another microcomputer
serves as the controller.
A traffic load generator (TLG) has been designed to
emulate the scenario of a large number of stations and varying
traffic on the network by use of only two terminal interface
units. The TLG emulates the major features of the IEEE 802.4
token passing bus protocol. The locations of all odd numbered
stations are simulated on the microcomputer host #1 and those
of even numbered stations on the microcomputer host #2
where the two microcomputers communicate with each other
via the network. The host #1 also provides the A / D and D/A
conversion functions for the tacho-generator and the servomotor and is designated as the station #1 in the logical ring
of the token passing network of the TLG. The controller is
located at host #2 and could be designated with any even station number, i.e., the controller station can be hosted in different positions in the logical ring relative to the sensor/actuator station. Since the host #2 functions as an integral part
of the TLG, another microcomputer host #3 is directly connected to host #2. This host #3 provides a multi-processing environment for host #2. The control algorithm is resident in
host #3.
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]\mfk{x)
k-a>

= l/T\

fl(T)dT=UT

for x€[0,T)

(A.3)

JO

Hence A is uniformly distributed in [0, T) under steady
states.
A P P E N D I X

B

Description of the Network Testbed
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